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Abstract. The rise of network data in many different domains has offered researchers new insights into the problem of modeling complex systems and propelled the development of numerous innovative statistical methodologies and computational tools. In this paper, we primarily focus on two types of biological networks, gene networks and brain networks, where statistical network modeling has found both fruitful and challenging applications. Unlike other network examples such as social networks where network edges can be directly observed, both gene and brain networks require careful estimation of edges using measured data as a first step. We provide a discussion on existing statistical and computational methods for edge estimation and subsequent statistical inference problems in these two types of biological networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Network structures exist everywhere in biology as many biological systems function via complex interactions among their individual components. In ecosystems, species interact in a number of different forms which are central to maintaining biodiversity, the most common being predator-prey relationships. In human brain, neurons communicate by passing electric and chemical signals through synapses. At the cellular level, DNA, RNA, proteins and other molecules participate in a variety of biochemical reactions that determine inner workings of a cell. Networks offer a succinct mathematical representation of these systems, with “sets of items, which we will call vertices or sometimes nodes, with connections between them, called edges” [151].

Network modeling has been successfully applied in many settings where the biological questions of interest have their counterparts in graph theory. For example, many biochemical networks have a scale-free topology with a few highly connected nodes [14], known as hubs in network analysis, which may correspond to key enzymes in biochemical processes. Another key goal in network analysis is to detect communities, which are groups of tightly connected nodes. These could be genes with related functionalities, or regions of brain with coordinated actions.

From the statistical point of view, another reason why biological systems are particularly amenable to network analysis lies in the richness of data made available by various technologies, especially for gene network and brain network modeling. In these areas, measurements of variables are not limited to observational settings, and extensive experimental studies can be performed to examine how variables respond under different conditions. One prominent example can be found in genomics studies, where numerous high-throughput, deep sequencing technologies have generated a staggering amount of data measuring gene expression levels and epigenetic interactions.

One particularly relevant technology is RNA-seq, routinely used nowadays to characterize the transcriptome. In addition to observational data, gene intervention data can be obtained by performing gene knockout or knockdown experiments to study the effect of perturbations. Another example is the studies of brain, where numerous imaging technologies, such as fMRI, have collected a wide variety of brain images measuring distinct brain characteristics, ranging from brain structure and function to numerous chemical constituents. Such data can be collected under resting state or when the subjects are required to perform...
cognitive tasks (e.g., task-based fMRI). For this reason, here we choose to discuss statistical methods for gene and brain networks, with more focus on the former.

The enormous wealth of data provides both opportunities and challenges for the analysis of the above two classes of networks. Unlike physical or social networks, interactions among genes are much harder to observe. Although experiments can be performed to search for and verify each gene–gene interaction, it is much more cost effective to infer these interactions and reconstruct network edges using statistical and computational tools on high-throughput gene expression data (more recently single cell expression data). The computational results can help narrow down possible candidates for further experimental validation. The computationally inferred networks may contain up to tens of thousands of nodes requiring efficient methods for network inference. In this article, we focus on a few specific problems involved in gene network analysis and mention other relevant applications in genomics beyond gene networks when appropriate. As another example in biology, we will also review statistical methods for constructing and analyzing brain connectivity networks.

Without claiming to be exhaustive, we will discuss the challenges in these networks considering the type and quality of data available, relevant biological questions to be addressed, and statistical and computational concerns. For gene networks, we will primarily focus on the use of gene expression data measured by RNA-seq or more traditional microarrays. We will also discuss RNA sequencing data obtained at the single-cell level, known as single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq). For both gene and brain networks, we highlight the success and limitations of current network modeling paradigms and statistical methodologies, and propose possible directions for future development.

2. GENE NETWORKS

Gene regulatory networks play a fundamental role in defining cell structure and function. In such a network, transcription factors (TFs), RNA and other small molecules act as regulators to activate or repress the expression levels of genes, which in turn increase or decrease the production of proteins. Thus gene–gene interactions can occur in the form of direct physical binding of proteins (TFs) to their target sequences, which can be represented as directed graphs with causal relationships. In a broader sense, gene–gene interactions may also include indirect interactions when the expression of a gene influences those of others with regulations caused by one or more intermediaries, or when two genes are co-regulated thus showing similar expression profiles; these associations are generally reported as undirected graphs.

Despite all being the focus of studies in the network literature, biological networks such as gene networks differ from social networks in a few important aspects, which give rise to challenging situations for statistical modeling. Compared to relationship networks obtained from popular social media, gene networks are typically smaller in size. The former can additionally grow in size by including more users, whereas the size of gene networks is limited by the number of genes that exist in an organism and can be measured in an experiment. As will be explained in detail in Section 2.1, edges in gene networks need to be estimated from covariates. Since the measurements of these covariates rely on specific technologies, the number of samples one can take is often restricted by cost considerations and other practical constraints. Finally, since edges in these networks represent interactions between nodes, they are directly affected by the underlying dynamics in gene regulation. These biological processes are complicated in nature; gene regulatory mechanisms depend on tissue types, cellular environment and their activities can be changed by disease state. All of these factors can give rise to challenging situations for estimating and interpreting network structures. In the following sections, we will review existing approaches in the relevant literature with these limitations on biological data in mind.

2.1 Inferring Gene–Gene Relationships Using Expression Data

In the past two decades, estimating gene–gene interactions have primarily relied on gene expression data, which have been made readily available in the form of microarray or RNA-seq data. Coexpression is one of the earliest concepts proposed to infer edges in a gene network and is based on the concept of “guilt by association”: genes that have similar expression profiles under different experimental conditions are likely to be coregulated, and hence functionally related. However, despite the extensive literature, many open questions remain due to the complex nature of gene interactions: in a broader sense, these coexpression relationships can be nonlinear, transient and subject to changes depending on the cellular environment. In this section, without claiming to be exhaustive, we discuss a few main approaches for inferring gene networks that differ in their considerations of how genes behave across the given samples. More detailed reviews can be found in, for example, [228].

Pairwise coexpression measure. Given an expression matrix with \( p \) genes arranged in rows and their expression levels measured under \( n \) experimental conditions in columns, computing the coexpression between genes \( i \) and \( j \) involves choosing a suitable similarity measure for estimating the association between two vectors. The choice of the measure crucially depends on a number
of factors including the nature of the interaction, experimental design, the number of samples available and other computational concerns.

Correlation measures based on Pearson’s or Spearman’s correlation are among the most popular methods used in the literature [51, 109, 197, 202, 236]. Either hard [25] or soft thresholding [112] is then applied to produce a binary or weighted network. These correlations are easy to compute and interpret but limited in the type of pairwise association they can detect, which is linear or monotonic. When the relationship between expression vectors is more complex, one commonly used class of methods is based on mutual information (MI). MI measures the general statistical dependence between gene expression levels and is thus able to capture nonlinear relationships. In the calculation of MI, marginal and joint entropies of the expression levels can be approximated via discretization [20] or using a smoothing kernel [15, 39, 139]. Other variants including MI with background, maximal MI and maximal information coefficient (MIC, [175]) have also been used in practice. For time-course data, techniques in times series analysis (e.g., time-frequency analysis) have been applied to improve the sensitivity of similarity measures [54, 172], often assuming explicit models for generating the observed data.

Other features intrinsic to the nature of gene interactions may create more complex situations. For instance, gene interactions may change as the intrinsic cellular state varies or only exist under a specific cellular condition [27, 257]. To detect local correlation patterns, spline regression models [160] and nonparametric methods based on comparing local expression patterns [178, 230] have been proposed. For time series data, another prevalent feature is the presence of time shifts between association patterns, reflecting the fact that regulation may take effect after a time delay. Methods for handling the time lag issue include time-shifted Pearson’s correlation [100], time-shifted expression rank pattern analysis [229] and time sequence alignment algorithms [1, 69, 111, 252].

**Partial correlation for group interactions.** In a real biological pathway, a gene may interact with a group of genes but not possess a strong marginal relationship with any individual member of the group. Gaussian graphical models (GGM) offer a more realistic way to model these higher-level interactions. Assuming a multivariate normal distribution for the expression vectors for a set of genes $W$, this approach aims to estimate the partial correlation between genes $i$ and $j$, that is, their correlation conditioning on $W \setminus \{i, j\}$. Since the partial correlations are proportional to their corresponding entries in the inverse covariance matrix $\Sigma^{-1}$, the inference problem amounts to estimating $\Sigma^{-1}$, or the precision matrix. The major difficulty of such an estimation arises from the high-dimensional nature of gene expression data, which naturally requires in-built sparsity in inference methods. A rich wealth of literature exists both in the context of gene expression analysis [119, 142, 161] and general high-dimensional inference [61, 81, 251, 259] to tackle this problem.

One limitation of this approach lies in the choice of the conditional set in the partial correlation calculation. As pointed out in [41] and [103], the inclusion of noisy genes in the set $W \setminus \{i, j\}$ may introduce spurious dependencies and consequently false edges in the estimated network. Instead of conditioning on the entire set $W \setminus \{i, j\}$, there have been efforts on using lower order partial correlations [41, 120, 121, 135, 234, 235], which condition on one or two other genes. Beyond lower order interactions, [103] proposed a semisupervised approach to screen for conditionally correlated genes with a small set of known pathway genes. An unsupervised approach involving applying sparse canonical correlation analysis coupled with repeated random partition and subsampling can be found in [231].

**Adding causality and dynamics.** A deeper understanding of the gene regulation system requires going beyond undirected relationships between genes and knowing the causal drivers behind them. Bayesian networks (BNs) use directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) to represent the joint distribution of nodes (genes) as a series of local probability distributions. In a BN, given its parents, each node is independent of its non-descendants. In this sense, each directed edge can be interpreted as a causal link. The difficulty of inferring BNs lies in the computational cost required to search through all possible graph structures, which is NP-hard [34]. In addition to greedy search [250], various heuristics have been proposed to increase the search efficiency [2, 128, 149]. One can gain further information from perturbation gene experiments (by knockout or RNA interference), with methods that provide causal bounds for direct and indirect effects based on skeleton graphs obtained from the path consistency algorithm [133], and estimate the posterior distribution of a causal ordering of genes with MCMC techniques [174]. Other studies have jointly modeled intervention and observational data using the maximum likelihood approach and greedy search [77], and utilizing the principle of invariance to model data from multiple experiments [143, 162].

BNs can be extended to capture temporal relationships between the variables [82, 104, 221, 261, 265]. In a dynamic BN, the joint probability factorizes into local probabilities of each node associated with every time point, where the parents of a node can include nodes from previous time points. Another class of methods based on differential equations (DEs), which models the rate of change in the expression level of a gene as a function of the expression of other genes with different functional forms.
In addition to the issue of computational complexity, another drawback of these methods lies in the nature of data required to perform extensive inference. More sample measurements need taken on a slowly changing system or finely spaced in time in order to capture the underlying dynamics. Attempts to capture these causal and dynamic relationships in gene networks for higher organisms using expression data alone have had limited success; auxiliary information from other data sources (e.g., protein-protein interaction, ChIP-seq) can increase our chances in characterizing the complexity in a more realistic and accurate way [227, 243].

Beyond traditional studies: Recent advancements and future trends. Most of the methods discussed above focus on analyzing a single gene expression dataset, which suffers from the dimensionality curse ($p \gg n$ problem). To obtain a more complete picture, one step further is to perform integrated analysis on gene expression data generated by different groups [156, 225] to increase $n$, and even other types of data such as TF binding, protein-protein interaction (PPI), which provide direct physical evidence of regulatory interactions [11, 117, 138].

It is worth noting that recent advances in single-cell sequencing technology are offering a new perspective on studying gene pathway with gene expression information. For instance, single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) data can measure gene functional activities at individual cell resolution, and thus has potential to characterize gene regulatory actions with cell-to-cell variability [28, 56, 140]. However, despite these attractive and promising features, the high noise level in typical single-cell experiments as well as the dynamics of individual cells also present new challenges for developing statistical methods for data preprocessing and network/pathway inference. We will discuss single-cell data in more detail in Section 3.

In addition to computationally inferred gene–gene interactions, extensive experiments also have provided sets of “true” interactions in some species. For example, genome-wide experimental screening of gene–gene interactions have been carried out in yeast with high-throughput techniques (SGA, [212]; E-MAP, [187]), whereas screening these interactions in higher organisms require more restrictive techniques and have achieved much less coverage [46, 116, 124]. These experimentally validated interactions can be found in databases such as RegulonDB and KEGG [154, 183]. Comparing results from various computational methods against these validated interactions allows us to assess the performance of each method. Some of these comparisons also suggest different computational methods can lead to quite disparate sets of predicted interactions [137, 194]. As a result, the use of ensemble methods [86, 136] has been proposed to achieve more stable and accurate outcomes via bootstrapping and aggregation. Overall, constructing a complete catalog of gene interactions remains challenging due to the extensive scale of the problem. On the other hand, more specific biological goals and prior knowledge can help us narrow down possible approaches and lead to plausible simplifications.

2.2 Understanding Network Structures

Having reconstructed gene networks, it is now possible to systematically study the topological features of these graphs using graph-theoretical tools to understand and predict the underlying biological functions. While many local and global features can be extracted from the graphs, in this section we will focus on discussing node-level connectivity measures and how they reflect the functional importance of the nodes, and higher-level connectivity patterns including motifs and communities. Other extensive reviews on using graph-based methods for analyzing biological networks can be found in, for example, [6, 84, 159]. In this section, we will consider computationally reconstructed gene networks, which contain noise arising from estimation errors, and also known networks in genomics where edges are directly measured with biological assays, such as PPI networks.

Node-level connectivity. In gene and PPI networks, how a node is connected to the rest of the network can be an important indication of its biological role. Removing nodes with high connectivity or nodes between highly connected components can significantly affect the overall topology. In biological systems, this may correspond to malfunctioning of key genes or proteins which can cause serious perturbations. Different measures of node connectivity, or centrality, exist. In the simplest form, nodes with high degrees, which are also known as hubs, have been long studied in gene and PPI networks for model organisms, especially yeast [89, 264]. They have shown that hub genes and proteins encoded by them are essential to survival, and these genes tend to be older and evolve more slowly [60]. In human, hubs have been associated with cancer and other types of disease [13]—the protein products of disease-related genes tend to have high degrees [93, 223, 245]. Identifying hubs requires measuring node centrality, the simplest kind of which is node degrees. Reweighing each neighbor with their own degrees gives rise to another measure called eigenvector centrality. Similar to the PageRank algorithm, eigenvector centrality gives more weight to nodes connected to important neighbors and been used to distinguish essential proteins in yeast PPI networks [53] and mine gene–disease associations [157].

Another measure of connectivity, termed betweenness centrality, considers the number of times a node lies on the shortest path between two other nodes. Since nodes with high betweenness centrality act as bridges connecting subgraphs, they are also called bottlenecks. It has
been observed that many bottleneck nodes correspond to essential connector proteins and genes in directed regulatory networks [94, 249]. Further centrality measures and comparison of their performance in identifying essential or disease-causing genes/proteins can be found in [29, 158].

**Higher-order structures—Motifs.** At a higher level, biological networks are often decomposed into smaller functional modules in which individual nodes perform coordinated actions. The concept of motifs was introduced by [144] as simple building blocks of complex networks. A motif is a small connected subgraph, which occurs significantly more frequently in the given network than expected by chance. Commonly occurring motifs include positive and negative feedback loops, oscillators and bifans, and these have been associated with optimized biological functions in regulatory networks [13]. The statistical analysis of motifs amounts to a problem of subgraph counting: for a given subgraph, one needs to first obtain the frequency of all subgraphs which are topologically equivalent, then determine its statistical significance. The challenge of the first part lies in the computational challenge when the network is large. Since exhaustive enumeration is usually infeasible, sampling methods [99, 233] are needed for estimation. The second part depends on the random graph model used to determine the background frequency. [17] took a local graph alignment approach, which is conceptually similar to sequence alignment, with a scoring function measuring the significance of individual subgraphs and their similarity so that the aligned subgraphs are characterized by a consensus motif that has a high number of internal connections. [92] proposed a finite mixture model for random networks and used an EM algorithm to estimate the parameters and background probabilities. Other motif algorithms can be found in [36, 238].

**Clustering and community detection.** Since motifs tend to be small in size, another approach is to identify densely connected clusters of nodes which can correspond to genes with related functions or proteins involved in the same complex. Clustering can be applied to gene expression vectors directly using heuristic algorithms (Self-Organizing Maps [205]), genetic algorithms [44] or model based approaches (Expectation Maximization [148, 248]; variational Bayes [208]). Alternatively, noting that most methods in Section 2.1 give rise to a similarity matrix, k-means and hierarchical clustering have been widely used in gene expression studies [51, 207].

Taking into account that one gene can participate in multiple pathways, fuzzy versions of k-means have also been developed [42, 65]. One of the difficulties of these methods lies in the choice of number of clusters or where to cut the tree structure to produce the final clusters. This is usually done by considering the within cluster dispersion, or statistics derived from it including the gap statistic [210] and the silhouette measure [177].

Other methods operate on the given networks directly. Many heuristic algorithms have been developed for gene networks [16, 191] and PPI networks [67, 147] to identify tightly connected components in the graphs. In PPI networks, Markov Clustering (MCL, [219]) has been particularly popular. The algorithm simulates random walks on a given graph by iteratively taking powers of the underlying stochastic matrix and inflating each entry until the graph is partitioned into subsets. MCL has been widely applied to discover protein complexes and cluster protein sequences into families [52, 185, 222], but still lacks theoretical justification.

In statistical network analysis, identifying tightly connected clusters corresponds to the problem of community detection. Model-based community detection requires a generative probabilistic model for random graphs, one of the most popular being the stochastic block model [79]. In a SBM with $K$ classes, for each node $i$, a latent class variable $Z_i \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$ is assigned according to some categorical distribution. Then the probability of an edge between nodes $i$ and $j$ is given by $P(A_{i,j} = 1 | Z_i = k, Z_j = l) = H_{k,l}$, where $A$ is the adjacency matrix and $H$ is the $K \times K$ connectivity probability matrix. The inference problems for SBMs involve both node classification and parameter estimation, and a block with a high internal edge probability can be considered as a potential functional module. An extensive literature on inference methods for SBM exists. On the other hand, although SBM and community detection have been applied to gene networks and PPI networks [40, 73], the vanilla model is too simplistic to account for real network features such as degree variation within blocks and overlapping blocks. These can be addressed to some extent using a degree-corrected SBM [98] and mixed membership SBM [5].

Going beyond gene and PPI networks, recent advances in chromatin conformation capture techniques open up new ground for applying community detection algorithms. Chromatin conformation capture experiments like Hi-C measure the frequency of interaction between pairs of genome loci in 3D space, thus providing insights the spatial organization of genomes. One specific feature of the 3D organization is known as topologically associating domains (TADs), which are densely interacting, contiguous chromatin regions playing important roles in regulating gene expression [45, 114, 189]. Treating genome loci as nodes and their interactions as edges, one can consider the structure of chromatin as an interaction network with TADs corresponding to dense communities. Methods based on mixed membership SBM [21] and modularity maximization [152, 247] have been proposed but do not enforce the constraint that the communities in this case have to be contiguous. [232] proposed a network
model that accounts for nonexchangeability of nodes (genome loci) and is capable of incorporating biological covariates at the TAD boundaries.

Gene prioritization—Semisupervised clustering. When a specific biological process or pathway is concerned with partial knowledge of the process/pathway known, a relevant question that has been considered extensively under a supervised or semisupervised setting in the literature is known as “gene prioritization” [146]. In general, gene prioritization refers to a computational analysis for ranking genes by their relevance to a disease or biomedical condition through a set of seed (bait) genes and some chosen relevance measure or criteria.

When attempting a whole genome analysis, a major challenge in gene prioritization analysis is how to extract sparse, true signals from large, heterogeneous, noisy data. For instance, when a particular pathway is targeted, the considered data would likely have a low signal-to-noise ratio since the great majority of genes may have no relation to the pathway of interest and the sheer number of pairs of such genes outweighs those that show patterned relations in data. Among many existing approaches, GIANT [70, 237] and ENDEAVOUR [213] have been widely used for a genome-wide gene prioritization analysis. They can accept a group of seed (or bait) genes that are believed to be related to the same biological process as input, and return a list of genes that have been ranked according to computed functional relevance by incorporating multiple sources of data. In particular, GIANT uses a data-driven Bayesian methodology to integrate diverse experiments and information such as genome-wide association study (GWAS) p-values and tissue-specific networks; ENDEAVOUR obtains a single global ranking of candidate genes by integrating their rankings associated with each data source using order statistics. These approaches have been found successful in many applications. However, the incorporation of multiple sources of information may bring both positive and negative effects to the analysis. On one side, more sources of information would allow assessing the interactions between candidate and seed (bait) genes from different perspectives and so may offer a more comprehensive portrait on the considered biological process. But on the other hand, information from multiple, heterogeneous sources could reflect different biology with diverse noise and so may dilute the strength in studying a specific biological process under a certain condition.

Given gene expression data, many available methods for gene prioritization analysis have pointed to the general “guilt by association” principle and its extensions by generating hypotheses about potential interactions between candidate genes and seed (bait) genes (e.g., [31, 72, 214]). For instance, GeneFishing [129] uses this strategy and identifies novel genes relevant to a biological process of interest under the guidance of seed (bait) genes utilizing a semisupervised, nonparametric clustering procedure coupled with a bagging-like majority voting approach. GeneFishing shares identical input-output schema with GIANT and ENDEAVOUR, but also differs from GIANT and ENDEAVOUR in key aspects. In particular, GeneFishing only uses gene-expression data. In a brief summary, the key features of GeneFishing include: (i) repeatedly, randomly splitting a large search-space into smaller ones and aggregating the results from all the sub-search-spaces (i.e., the bagging idea); (ii) adding known pathway genes into each sub-search-space to provide a focus for the search (making the method semi-supervised). Consequently, GeneFishing has been found to be advantageous in terms of being robust against noise in the seed (bait) genes and also being effective with handling a large noisy dataset with sparse signal in some applications.

As should be clear, false discoveries and missed discoveries are key issues with all the three methods mentioned above. One way to handle these issues is to use the irrelevance of most genes and replicability to deal with type I error, cross validation and stability for type II. Most importantly, if possible, it would be ideal to have results be guided by experimental validation.

3. SINGLE-CELL RNA SEQUENCING (SCRNA-SEQ) DATA

The recent advances of single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) technologies have revolutionized biomedical sciences by revealing genome-wide gene expression levels at an unprecedentedly individual cell level [50, 76, 88, 181, 190]. Most of the methods discussed in Section 2 were developed primarily for microarray and bulk RNA-seq technologies, which measure average gene expression levels across a collection of (from thousands to millions) cells and provide “coarse” tissue-level gene expression profiles. New scRNA-seq technologies have led to expression measurements at finer resolution and enabled researchers to confirm previously known cell types, to identify new cell types and to characterize gene–gene interactions within each cell type. Given that scRNA-seq data have revealed widespread heterogeneity among various cell types of the same tissue [18], gene networks inferred at the cell-type level are expected to uncover gene–gene relationships masked in tissue-level gene networks constructed using microarray and bulk RNA-seq data.

Conceptually, the aforementioned computational approaches for inferring gene networks from bulk gene expression data should still be relevant to scRNA-seq data if the data structure is compatible. The distinct characteristics of scRNA-seq data, however, have posed new computational challenges for gene network inference. Below we summarize the challenges and the state-of-the-art methodological development in three subsections. In Section 3.1,
we describe several computational issues in scRNA-seq data preprocessing, including the detection of “problematic cells,” normalization of gene expression levels across cells, and imputation of missing gene expression levels in individual cells. In Section 3.2, we discuss identification of cell types from scRNA-seq data. In Section 3.3, we review existing studies on inferring cell-type-specific gene networks and discuss some open challenges and future research directions for network analysis using scRNA-seq data.

### 3.1 scRNA-seq Data Preprocessing

Both being high-throughput sequencing technologies for measuring gene expression, the preprocessing of scRNA-seq data shares some conceptual similarity with that of bulk RNA-seq data, but also presents unique challenges. While many well-studied preprocessing techniques are available for bulk RNA-seq, developing relevant methods for scRNA-seq data is still a very active research area. For this reason, we present here a discussion of issues arising from scRNA-seq preprocessing.

Similar to bulk RNA-seq, the existence of a variety of scRNA-seq platforms and protocols presents a hurdle for computational method development and cross-validation across datasets. Several published reviews have compared a portion of these platforms [30, 76, 108, 164, 263]. Certain data preprocessing issues are only specific to a particular type of platforms. For example, several platforms use unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) to remove polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification bias [134]. Preprocessing data generated by these platforms requires a step called UMI deduplication, which is to correct UMI errors that occur during amplification and sequencing. Multiple methods have been developed for this task [163, 195, 198]. Another issue is the detection of “problematic cells” including empty droplets (not an actual cell) and doublets (two cells are mistaken for one cell) in droplet-based platforms [107, 134, 258], and damaged cells in all platforms. Accordingly, multiple computational and experimental solutions have been proposed [85, 96, 200].

In bulk RNA-seq, the number of sequenced reads can vary widely among different samples. Analogously, individual cells may have vastly different numbers of sequenced reads in scRNA-seq. The reason is a combination of biological phenomena (e.g., some cells indeed have more mRNA transcripts than others) and technical artifacts (e.g., variations in cell capture efficiency). It is important to normalize scRNA-seq data so that gene expression levels are comparable across cells, a condition necessary for any downstream analyses. Existing scRNA-seq normalization methods belong to two major categories: spike-in dependent methods and direct normalization methods. In the former, spike-in RNA molecules with the same concentration are added to each cell prior to library preparation [199], and normalization is done through scaling so that spike-in read counts are equalized across cells. However, the addition of spike-in is only allowed for plate-based platforms such as STRT-seq, SMART-seq and SMART-seq2 [87, 165, 173, 206], and it does not apply to the more recently developed droplet-based platforms, which have advantages including a lower per-cell cost and a larger number of cells to sequence in parallel [107, 134]. The second and more dominant category, direct normalization methods, in contrast, do not require modification to experimental procedures and are thus more generally applicable. Direct normalization methods for scRNA-seq data are either adaptation of existing normalization methods for bulk RNA-seq data (e.g., DESeq [9], trimmed mean of M values (TMM) normalization [176], and the simple library size normalization so that all cells have the same total number of reads) or new methods that specifically account for distinct features of scRNA-seq data (e.g., excess zero counts [57, 101], more details below). Examples of new methods include scran, which uses cell pooling and subsequent deconvolution to estimate scale factors of individual cells [130], and SCnorm, which groups genes whose counts have similar dependence on sequencing depths and estimates a scaling factor for each gene group [10]. For a comprehensive review of scRNA-seq normalization methods, we refer interested readers to [217].

Finally, a concern unique in scRNA-seq data analysis is the presence of excess zero counts. This can be caused by a technical artefact, known as the “dropout” phenomenon, in which a gene is observed at a moderate expression level in one cell but is undetected in another cell of the same type [101, 108]. Dropouts occur because the current technologies do not reliably and consistently detect low levels of RNA, and consequently, genes may incorrectly appear to be inactive. Dropouts appear as excess zero or low counts in scRNA-seq data, obscuring downstream analyses such as the identification of differentially expressed genes between cell types and the inference of gene networks. To address this issue, multiple methods have been developed to improve the quality of scRNA-seq data from various perspectives. Examples of imputation or recovery methods include scImpute, which first identifies likely false zero and low counts and then imputes them by borrowing information from similar cells [123]; SAVER, which estimates unobserved true gene expression levels in a Bayesian model by borrowing information across genes [80]; and MAGIC, which alters gene expression levels by sharing information across similar cells based on the idea of heat diffusion [218]. A recent review of existing imputation methods is available at [254]. Alternatively, the presence of zero counts can be due to natural fluctuations in gene expression levels as cells go through different stages of the cell cycle [240].
3.2 Identification of Cell Types

After appropriate preprocessing, scRNA-seq data offer a new opportunity for inferring gene networks at the cell-type level. In order to do this, a key task is the identification of cell types, also known as cell subpopulations or cell states. There are two major approaches to identifying cell types from scRNA-seq data. The first approach leverages prior knowledge on cell-type marker genes. However, it cannot lead to the discovery of new cell types or subtypes. The second approach is based on unsupervised cell clustering. While it is useful for de novo discovery of new cell types and subtypes, unsupervised learning depends on many user-specific inputs, including which clustering algorithm to use (e.g., K-means clustering, hierarchical clustering, density-based clustering or graph-based clustering), the type of similarity or distance metric between two cells, and the number of clusters, which is a key parameter needed for many clustering algorithms. Taking into account the distinct features of scRNA-seq data, multiple cell clustering algorithms have been developed, including SNN-Cliq, which does not use conventional similarity measures but leverages the ranking of cells to construct a cell-cell graph for identifying cell clusters [244]; BiSNN-Walk, which extends SNN-Cliq and uses an iterative biclustering approach to return a ranked list of cell clusters, each associated with a set of ranked genes based on their levels of affiliation with the cluster [192]; CIDR, the first clustering method that incorporates imputation of dropout gene expression levels [125]; SC3, a widely-used ensemble method that combines multiple clustering algorithms [106]; and Seurat, which identifies cell clusters based on a shared nearest neighbor (SNN) clustering algorithm [184]. In addition to commonly used similarity metric including the Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation, Euclidean distance, other cell similarity measures can be found in, for example, [91, 186]. An evaluation study that compares multiple clustering methods is available in [48]. For a recent review of methods and challenges in unsupervised clustering of scRNA-seq data, please refer to [105].

3.3 Inference of Cell-Type-Specific Gene Networks and Its Challenges

Having identified cell types, one possible approach to gene network inference is to use existing inference or construction methods within each cell type (e.g., SINCERA [74]). Several other methods have been developed to incorporate scRNA-seq data characteristics. One study inferred gene co-expression networks by identifying significant pairwise gene associations using both continuous and binary components of linearly transformed scRNA-seq gene expression data [166]. Another study used Boolean regulatory network models with discretized single-cell expression profiles to construct a network of 20 transcription factors (TFs), which predicts direct regulation of the TF Erg in early blood development of mouse embryos [145]. More recently, SCENIC is a computational method that simultaneously reconstructs gene regulatory networks and identifies cell types from scRNA-seq data [4]. SCENIC defines regulons as TF-target gene (TG) co-expression modules with TF motif enrichment, and it then calculates regulon activity scores, which are robust against dropouts, for downstream analyses. PIDC is another computational method that infers gene regulatory networks using a multivariate information measure based on partial information decomposition, which captures higher-order information than pairwise mutual information [28]. PIDC is enabled by the large sample size (i.e., number of cells) in scRNA-seq data. These network inference methods together facilitate the investigation of gene regulatory relationships at the cell-type level.

Despite the existence of many gene network inference methods, scRNA-seq data still call for new computational methods for specific network analysis tasks. Given the high level of noise and excess zeros in scRNA-seq data, one limitation of many inferred cell-type-specific gene networks is that they are typically small in size and require TF-TG pairing information. Another difficulty in inferring cell-type-specific gene networks can arise when the subpopulation of cells under consideration has relatively small number of cells, especially for novel cell types. One reasonable approach is to consider joint network inference for multiple cell types, which borrows information across cell types to achieve more accurate inference. Relevant statistical approaches include a method that infers multiple Gaussian graphical models (GGMs) with a joint sparsity constraint [35] and a Bayesian nonparametric dynamic Poisson graphical model that combines information across biological conditions for joint inference of TF coactivation networks [131]. In some cases, there is a known or inferred temporal or spatial structure of cell types, such as a reconstructed cell lineage or pseudotime by computational methods including Monocle [215], Waterfull [193], Wishbone [188], TSCAN [90], Monocle2 [171], Slingshot [201] and CellRouter [38]. To incorporate such a cell type structure into network inference, one may leverage existing statistical methods in the network analysis literature, for example, a Bayesian neighborhood selection method that jointly estimates multiple GGMs with a spatial and/or temporal structure among these GGMs [126] and a group-fused graphical Lasso method for estimating piecewise constant time-evolving GGMs.

The availability of cell-type-specific gene networks has opened up new grounds for applications of statistical network inference. For example, an important statistical question is how to test for the differences between two networks or among multiple networks along a spatial or
temporal trajectory. For this task, there are multiple differential network analysis approaches that have been applied to studying protein-protein interaction networks and gene networks constructed from bulk gene expression data [8, 66, 68, 75, 83, 132, 253]. A new statistical challenge in extending these existing methods to scRNA-seq data is how to incorporate the uncertainty in cell type identification and/or cell type trajectory reconstruction.

As we discussed in Section 2.1, how to fairly evaluate network inference methods remains a critical challenge for computational biologists. Multiple steps can affect the network inference results, including the aforementioned complex data preprocessing, the choice of nodes (what genes to include), and the definition of edges (marginal or conditional associations, linear or nonlinear associations, directed or undirected associations, etc.). The lack of proper benchmarking data is the key reason behind this challenge, and it is necessary to have joint efforts with experimentalists to design reasonable benchmark standards.

4. BRAIN NETWORKS

Human brain is a complex, interconnected network. The study of brain is another important area where network analysis tools have proven extremely useful. One popular type of analysis is brain connectivity analysis, which aims to provide an accurate and informative mapping and signal extraction of the human brain by analyzing connectivities between different neurons or brain regions [19]. Results from such analysis can lead to crucial insights of pathologies of neurological disorders. For example, increasing amount of evidence suggests that compared to a healthy brain, a connectivity network changes in the presence of numerous neurological disorders [59]. There has been a fast development of brain connectivity analysis using graph theoretical tools [58]. At the heart of this endeavor is the notion that brain connectivity can be abstracted to a graph, with nodes representing neural elements, for example, neurons or brain regions, and links representing some measure of structural, functional or causal interaction between nodes. Such a representation brings the rich repository of graph theory and tools to the realm of brain connectivity analysis to characterize diverse anatomical, functional and dynamical properties of brain networks.

4.1 Basics

A graphical analysis of brain connectivity starts with defining nodes. This step is crucial and nontrivial, with different ways of defining nodes at different resolutions. At the microscopic level, nodes are neurons, with the number of neurons ranging at the order of $10^{13}$ to $10^{14}$. At the macroscopic level, nodes can be individual image voxels, with the number of voxels ranging at the order of $10^5$ to $10^7$, or can be spatial brain regions-of-interest (ROIs), with the number of ROIs ranging at the order of $10^2$. The ROIs can be defined anatomically, according to a brain atlas that is built on prior anatomical information such as sccal and gyral landmarks [43, 216], or can be defined functionally, based on prior functional information such as coordinates of peak activation [47]. More recently, there have been proposals to parcellate the brain and define the ROIs according to data-driven clustering of resting-state functional or diffusion-weighted imaging measures [167].

The next step is to determine the edges between nodes, and we discuss network edge estimation in Section 4.2. It is useful to recognize that there are three broad classes of brain connectivity one can consider to define edges: functional connectivity, structural connectivity and effective connectivity [62, 63]. Different classes lead to different ways of defining network edges. Simply speaking, functional connectivity refers to statistical correlations and dependencies between spatially distinct neurophysiological recordings of brain activities. Structural connectivity refers to the anatomical connections and physical wirings between brain regions. Effective connectivity refers to the causal influence exerted amongst neural systems.

In this review, we primarily focus on statistical methods for functional connectivity analysis where the nodes are predefined brain regions. This is the area that has probably been most intensively studied in both neuroscience and statistics. See [196] for a recent review on functional connectivity analysis, and a discussion on blind spots and breakthroughs. We only briefly discuss structural connectivity analysis and effective connectivity analysis. Even though we attempt to cover a wide range of methods, we are sure to miss some important papers. See [220] and [58] for more discussion on node and edge definitions in brain connectivity analysis.

4.2 Network Estimation

Functional connectivity analysis. Two mainstream imaging modalities to study brain functional connectivity are electroencephalography (EEG) [153, 155, 224], and resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [113, 127]. For each study subject, EEG records the voltage values of multiple electrodes placed at various scalp locations over time, producing a spatial by temporal data matrix that can be used for downstream analysis. Resting-state fMRI measures changes in blood flow and oxygenation at individual voxels of brain over time, yielding a 4-way data array, which needs preprocessing first. Following a prespecified brain region parcellation, the time course data of the voxels within the same region are summarized, most often averaged, to represent the signal of that region. Alternatively, instead of using simple averages, [97] on proposed to use kernel canonical correlation coefficient between all the voxels from the two
regions to define the strength of connectivity. For both modalities, the resulting data is a spatial (location/region) temporal (time) matrix for each individual subject, from which a functional connectivity network is estimated. The most commonly used approach to construct a connectivity network is to treat the time series data of each spatial location as repeated measures to compute marginal correlations between every pair of nodes/locations. Some of these methods, for example, the Pearson correlation coefficient [71] and partial correlation [22, 180, 226], have been discussed in Section 2.1 in the context of gene networks. In addition to various connectivity network estimation solutions, [241] developed a formal inference approach to explicitly quantify the significance of individual links in a connectivity network. They adopted the matrix normal distribution, formulated the problem as precision matrix testing, and controlled the false discovery of multiple testing.

Alternatively, [168] treated the time-course data as continuous random functions, and developed a functional graphical model to estimate the connectivity network, based on functional conditional independence under a functional normal assumption. [118] further relaxed the normality assumption, and proposed the notion of functional additive conditional independence as a criterion for constructing functional graphical models. Their method requires neither parametric assumption, nor high-dimensional kernels, and thus avoids the curse of dimensionality and is able to scale to large networks.

In addition to measuring the correlation of two time series in the time domain, which shows how the signal changes over time, one can also measure the correlation in the frequency domain, which shows the signal within each given frequency band over a range of frequencies. Such frequency domain analyses help address two problems existing in time domain analyses: temporal inconsistency and noise sensitivity. Coherence is one correlation measure in the frequency domain, which is the analog of cross correlation in the time domain, and is a temporally invariant frequency-specific measure of linear association between signals. [55] studied the EEG data and used partial coherence as the measure of functional connectivity, which identifies the frequency bands that drive the direct linear association between any pair of nodes. They developed a generalized shrinkage estimator, a weighted average of a parametric and a nonparametric estimator, of the partial coherence matrix. Moreover, [122] employed time-series, clustering and functional data analysis to study spectral synchronicity and functional connectivity also using EEG data. [182] discussed using mutual information and partial mutual information to estimate functional connectivity network, and [26] further extended the method. Similar ideas apply to fMRI data as well; see [3].

**Dynamic functional connectivity.** Traditionally, functional connectivity analysis based on resting-state fMRI assumes that the functional connectivity network is static. Consequently, one often aggregates the time-course data over the entire duration of the scanning session and obtains a single estimate of the connectivity network. In recent years, emerging evidences have suggested that the network very likely changes dynamically over the scan [23]. [7] proposed to assess the functional connectivity dynamics based on spatial independent component analysis, sliding time window correlation, and k-means clustering of the windowed correlation matrices. [37] developed a dynamic connectivity regression approach to detect temporal change points in functional connectivity. [246] further extended this approach to handle large networks. [204] proposed a structured tensor factorization approach that encourages sparsity and smoothness in parameters along the specified tensor modes. They then built a dynamic tensor clustering method, and applied to brain dynamic functional connectivity analysis.

[170] developed a method to estimate individual graph given an external variable, for example, age and proposed a multistep procedure. They first obtained the sample covariance matrix estimates at the observed values of the external variable. They then constructed a smoothed covariance estimate through kernel smoothing for any value of the external variable in between. Finally, they plugged the covariance estimate into a sparse precision matrix estimation method such as CLIME in [22].

**Beyond functional connectivity.** As we have mentioned previously, aside from functional connectivity, structural connectivity and effective connectivity have been also been considered in the literature. While a vast number of papers on each of the topic is available, due to space limit, we only briefly discuss a few. More details can be found in the references therein.

Structural connectivity analysis aims to reconstruct white matter fiber tracts, which are large axonal bundles with similar destinations, in brain. Such a white fiber structure serves as a proxy to brain anatomical structure. It is indicative of brain abnormality in white matter due to axonal loss or deformation, and is thought to be related to many neural degenerative diseases. The white fiber structure can be deduced from the diffusion characteristics of water molecules in brain, as water tends to diffuse faster along the fiber bundles. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is an in vivo and noninvasive medical imaging technology that measures water diffusion in brain. [239] developed a method for fiber direction estimation, smoothing and tracking. [256] developed a way to utilize multiple white matter features to construct structural connectivity across subjects.
Effective connectivity aims to model causal relationships between brain neurons or regions, and refers explicitly to the influence that one neural system exerts over another, either at a synaptic or population level. See [63] for a review. While functional connectivity is often encoded by an undirected graph, effective connectivity is encoded by a directed graph. Two common classes of effective connectivity modeling approaches are dynamic causal modeling (DCM, [64]), and structural equation modeling [141]. Notably, the DCM approach utilizes ordinary differential equation models for the neural dynamics and hemodynamic response. However, it is often computationally expensive and is often restricted to a relatively small number of nodes. [95] proposed a spatio-spectral mixed-effects model for effective connectivity analysis using task-based fMRI. [255] developed a dynamic directional model with block structure for effective connectivity using electrocorticographic (ECoG) data. [24] developed a causal dynamic network model to estimate brain activation and connection also using task-based fMRI data.

### 4.3 Network Comparison

Accumulated evidences have indicated that, compared to a healthy brain, a connectivity network alters in the presence of numerous neurological disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorder, and many others [78, 179, 211]. Such alternations in brain connectivity are associated with cognitive and behavioral functions, and hold crucial insights of pathologies of neurological disorders [59]. As such, it is of paramount importance to compare brain connectivity networks under different physiological conditions, for example, the disorder diagnostic status.

The first question is to estimate multiple brain connectivity networks jointly under different conditions. [262] modeled the spatial temporal data as matrix-valued normal, then proposed a nonconvex penalization to simultaneously estimate multiple networks coded by precision matrices under different conditions. They assumed that not only each individual precision matrix is sparse, but also the difference of the precision matrices across the conditions is sparse. Both types of sparsity are biologically sensible. [3] approached the problem in the frequency domain, and developed a sparse reduced rank modeling framework for functional connectivity analysis across multiple groups.

The second question is to carry out formal statistical inference to compare brain connectivity networks under different conditions. [102] tackled this problem by first summarizing the network through a set of network metrics, then employing a standard two-sample test. This strategy is commonly employed in the neuroscience literature and is easy to implement. However, it remains unclear to what extent each network metric provides a meaningful representation of brain function and structure [58]. [33] developed a method to detect differentially expressed connectivity subnetworks under different conditions, by searching clusters of the graph, and resorting to a permutation test to obtain the p-value of the selected subnetwork. [49] developed a fully Bayesian solution for network comparison, under a series of prior distributions, and the solution is very flexible. [150] turned the matrix data into vector normal by whitening, and used bootstrap resampling method for inference. [242] adopted the matrix normal distribution, and developed an inferential procedure for testing equality of individual entries of partial correlation matrices across multiple groups while controlling for false discovery.

In addition to the element-wise comparison of multiple networks, there is another family of methods that use persistent homology and are built to take into account the network topology. Homology is an algebraic formalism to associate a sequence of objects with a topological space. Persistent homology is a technique of computational topology that charts the changes in topological network features over multiple resolutions and scales. In doing so, it reveals the most persistent topological features that are robust to noise. See [115, 169, 196] for more details.

### 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this review, using gene networks and brain networks as primary examples, we have discussed statistical methods for constructing networks and how biological knowledge can be extracted from network topology. It is also possible to bring other biological covariates into the network analysis; one popular such example is to associate the estimated brain connectivity network with external phenotypes. [110] proposed a semiparametric Bayesian conditional graphical model for joint selection of important neuroimaging biomarkers such as the brain functional connectivity, as well as significant genetic biomarkers. [203] developed a class of tensor response regression models that associate a symmetric correlation matrix with a set of covariates such as age and sex. [260] developed intrinsic regression models that associate the diffusion tensor from structural connectivity analysis with the covariates.

It is useful to note that gene coexpression networks and brain connectivity networks share some conceptual similarities, both using some correlation measure to represent edges. However, they differ in how repeated measures are taken. In the latter, the replications are repeated measures of the time series, and a single correlation network can be constructed for every single subject/sample. Thus typically in a brain network study, multiple networks are
available for statistical analysis. In the case of gene networks with microarray or bulk RNA-seq data, the replicates are individual samples, and usually only a single correlation network is constructed across all the samples. As discussed in Section 3, this perspective is changing with the availability of scRNA-seq, which allows for a network to be constructed for each cell type.
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